
Gladstone Primary School 

Policy and procedures for monitoring and promoting attendance 

These procedures are in addition to the Vale of Glamorgan School Attendance Policy 

Introduction 
 
At Gladstone Primary School we believe that regular attendance and punctuality are 
vital in helping children achieve the best they can be. Education is important. Pupils 
should be at school, on time and ready to learn, every day the school is open, unless 
the reason for absence is unavoidable. 
 

The school is very aware that irregular attendance seriously disrupts learning and 
hinders educational progress, not only for the child who is absent but also for the rest 
of the class. It can lead to underachievement and low attainment and negatively 
affects the child’s ability to develop friendship groups within school. 
 
We have a very positive ethos here at Gladstone and provide a welcoming and safe 
environment, which encourages attendance and promotes the best performance 
from our children. The children understand that their presence in school is important 
and that they are missed if they are absent or late. 
 

Responsibility for promoting attendance 
 

 Mrs Reilly, the DHT, has overall responsibility for attendance assisted by Mrs 
Crow, the school administrator 

 All staff at Gladstone Primary however are committed to improving overall 
attendance - teachers will regularly remind their children about the importance 
of attending school each day, encourage their class to be in every day to win 
the weekly prize, talk to parents where needed and will refer to the DHT if 
they are concerned about a child’s attendance 

 Attendance is a priority on the School Improvement Plan, each priority is 
linked to a member of the governing body. The DHT meets with the link 
governor and this is fed back to the full governing body. 

 
Registration Procedures 
 

 Staff take a formal register at the beginning of the morning session and again 
at the beginning of the afternoon session using the school’s SIMS system 

 The register closes at 9.30am each morning. Any child who arrives after this 
time is marked as ‘U’ 

 A text message is sent to all parents whose children are absent with no 
reason given 

 A phone call is then made to parents who have not responded to the text. 
 

 

 



Rewarding good attendance 

 Each Monday stickers are given to the children who were in school every day 
during the previous week 

 Each child, from Reception to Year 6, has an attendance loyalty card. When 
they have received 100% attendance for 6 weeks, they receive a prize 

 Each week a trophy is awarded to the year group in KS2 who has the highest 
% attendance for the previous week. The winning year group in the 
Foundation Phase looks after a cuddly dog for the week.  

 At the end of each term the year group who has won the attendance award 
the most often, receives a treat. 

 

 

Monitoring attendance 

 Each week, attendance for the previous week is monitored closely. Any child 
who was off school is identified and logged. If there is a concern, eg. 
unauthorised absence on more than one occasion, a pattern of poor 
attendance even if authorised or several U marks, the DHT will phone parents 
to discuss. All conversations are logged 

 Parents can also be invited into school for a meeting to discuss attendance 
 Each week, children with lower than 85% attendance in the previous 6 weeks 

are identified. Again if there is a concern, the DHT will phone parents to 
discuss 

 If a child’s attendance within the previous 6 weeks is lower than 85%, 
absences are unauthorised,  and attempts made by the school to improve 
attendance have not worked, a referral is made to the EWS 

 The Education Welfare Officer (EWO) assigned to Gladstone, Caroline Jones, 
works very closely with the school. A two way dialogue exists between the 
EWO and the DHT sharing information and feedback from visits 

 Termly Callio letters are sent out. The attendance of children who have 
received a ‘Red’ letter,(less than 92% attendance for the term) is analysed 
and if there is a cause for concern, the parents are contacted by the DHT 

 Persistent low attendees are identified and tracked throughout the year 

 The school receives attendance reports from the EWS and the DHT meets 
regularly with Caroline Jones, EWO to discuss specific children with poor 
attendance. 

 The Governing Body has agreed the use of Fixed Penalty Notices (FPN) in 
line with Vale policy. A warning letter is sent by the DHT when a child’s 
attendance is nearing the criteria for requesting a FPN. 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Sharing information 

 Weekly attendance results and trophy winners are announced to children and 
staff in both Foundation Phase and KS2 assemblies 

 A pictogram showing the weekly winners are on the attendance display 
boards in each hall  

 Parents are notified through the weekly newsletter where an attendance 
graph showing each year group attendance for the previous week is 
displayed. This can also be found on the school website and in the main 
entrance foyer 

 Whole school attendance figures are published within the Annual Report to 
Governors and in the School Prospectus 
 


